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Trans-Pacific Airway Bulletin Number Two:
Const ru ction of the Ocean Route
In November, Ameri~a will
swing into action an airway to
the Orient - a 9,000-mile aerial
trade route across the vast Pacific Ocean that bids fair to affect
the course of world affairs by
changing, from twenty-eight days
to sixty brief flying hours, the
interval between the Western
World and the far-off - Orient;
that will give American commerce
a high road to the bi]lion-dollar
markets of' the teeminft East, and
make neighbors of peoples half the
world apart.
This is the second of five articles
which tell the out.standing facts concerning Pan American's achieve,inents in linking the hemispheres.

an "all-American flag" route to the
Orient. Usually, an attempt to extend a route over anot her nation's
territory must always be attended
with endless negotiations, delays
often divided authority over opera~
tions, sometimes even a division of
traffic and alteration of schedules
with an airline of the nation through
which the line will run.
Nature provided convenient stopping places for the proposed 8,600-mile
aerial route from our west coast to
the Orient. But to set up completely
equipped air bases on them was a
Gargantuan task.
Midway was a very small island
occupied only by a cable statiori
colony. Wake was a desert island of
coral atolls, matted with coarse
bushes. Guam was a fairly complete
community, but it required many supplementary supplies.
Pan American charted a 15,000-ton
steamer and loaded on it all the
equipment needed to establish a series
of five bases. A force of 150 workmen and technicians was assembled.
They sailed last March from San
Francisco.
By the end of July, the ship was
back at its home pier. Three hundred
carloads-six thousand tons-of material had been safely transferred to
the five ports of call; ground crews
had been left at each port; the epic
task of creating the five complete
efficient air bases along this far-flung
route to the Orient was well under
way.
Its three months' cruise and the
labor and equipment that had gone
into the bases had cost Pan American $2,000,000.
Before the ship had reached her
home clock in Seattle, the fi rst "Clipper" ship was winging its way to
vVake Island, and ha lf of the airway
to the Orient was completed.

Giant flying "Clipper" ;hips, undreamed of when the hard-sailing old
''Yankee Clippers" of a century ago
raced the merchant fleets of the
world to the China Seas, will soon be
thundering over nine thousand miles
of Pacific Ocean to link industrial
America · with the world markets of
the Orient.
The first aerial port of call on this
great trans-Pacific route will be
Hawaii. Next is the Midway Islands.
Then Wake Island, then Guam, then
Manila.
Four of these are United States
possessions.
·wake Island, five thousand miles
from the California coast, was claimed
by our Navy in the middle of the
nineteenth century, so that it might
be charted as a peril to shipping.
Hawaii, with little Midway at its
farthest northern tip, came with the
islands' voluntary annexation to the
United States near the close of the
last century. Guam came, at no one's
particular bidding, in the settlement
of the war with Spain.
Few who have not been close to
Tnattgural trip will likely be schedthe history of international air routes
can appreciate what this meant to the uled for later in the month due to replanners who met £our years ago to quests for adequate time to assemble
lay out the bold project of creating first flight mail.

